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Abstract
This research studies the current and potential transportation infrastructure in the Darkhad Valley of
Mongolia and its surrounding National Parks. The physical and socio-economic attributes of six existing
mountain passes into the valley are evaluated and compared. Using GPS trackers, personal observations and
interviews with relevant community members, the researcher was able to make recommendations about the
future of transportation infrastructure development in the region. The findings suggest that the most suitable
routes involve the southern Öl Pass and the central Jigleg Pass; the far southern Toom pass also shows
potential. The discussion investigates why the Öl may be the better pass for road development that links
rural communities, national parks, and indigenous routes for future tourism purposes.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
The inherent complexities of this intersection between transportation, parks,
and outdoor recreation demand explicit management attention that includes
a coordinated, systematic and informed approach. (Manning et al 2014, 3)
In the northern reaches of Mongolia sits the Hovsgol Aimag (province). This aimag is defined by
rolling Mongolian steppe to the south and high Siberian tundra to the north. Its sharp peaks and deep valleys
allow for sought after vistas and pasture land for local herding families. The aimag’s iconic feature is Lake
Hovsgol, whose vast expanse and vistas draw tourists from across the country and internationally. Just past
the western shore of the lake are the Bayan Nuruu Mountains and beyond that lies the Darkhad Valley. In
2013, a paved road was completed, connecting Hovsgol Aimag to the capital city of Ulaanbaatar. The result
was a changing economic, ecological and social landscape. While work is being done to address new
development issues surrounding the lake, the entire region will likely soon feel the effects of these changes.
The Darkhad Valley, and its surrounding National Parks of Mongolia, face a series of specific
challenges. As the national transportation system improves with modernization and as part of the
development strategy of the national government, the remote regions of the country are becoming more
accessible to tourism and commerce (ADB, 2011). The entire Hovsgol Region, including the Darkhad
Valley, has seen a sharp and steady increase in the number of tourists in recent years (MEC, 2013b). While
most of that increase has been visitors to Lake Hovsgol National Park, improving roads will predictably
increase the number of tourists going into and through the more remote parks of the region (Li, Zhang, Xu,
& Jiang, 2015). The valley’s current transportation infrastructure is not ready to handle that increase – yet,
methodical and systematic investment in transportation systems has the ability to increase the park’s carrying
capacity and protect its natural features (Manning, 2007).
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Figure 1: Photo by Simon McIntosh

The purpose of this project is to systematically evaluate potential choices for road development in
the Darkhad Valley, especially those that might provide valley access. The valley is surrounded by high
mountain peaks which only allow for six feasible routes to be developed. Which are the best routes for
developing mountain passes that could provide the most substantial benefits to the most people while also
best protecting the natural environment? This study explores each of the six passes to assess potential
transportation routes, using both quantitative and observational data to support study findings.

Carrying Capacity in National Parks
The Park Studies Laboratory of the Rubenstein School of Environment and Natural Resources at the
University of Vermont has done extensive research into the intricacies of park management, transportation
and resource use. Professor Bob Manning has written two books developing the theory behind a park’s
transportation development. Manning argues that a park, like an ecosystem, has a carrying capacity. If that
carrying capacity is surpassed, the park will begin to experience resource degradation (Manning, 2007).
Resources are often thought about as physical objects: grassland, timber, wildlife, water and food. But, a
park’s resources can also be intangible: silence, solitude, and scenery. Exceeding a park’s carrying capacity
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with traffic jams, overuse, noise, resource extraction, or visual obstructions to an otherwise pristine
landscape will also likely affect park visitation and visitor experiences, and may compromise the overall
park mission.

Improving a park’s transportation infrastructure is one way of expanding a park’s carrying capacity
so that more people can visit a park, while resources retain their high quality. Manning argues that any
investment in a park should be deliberate and methodical. It should not be reactionary to demand, although
this often becomes the case. An alternative to reactionary development is thoughtful planning based on goals
and objectives. By initially identifying a series of thoughtful objectives for the park, all development should
be encouraged to move towards those initial objectives (Manning, Lawson, Newman, Hallo, & Monz, 2014,
p. 15) Objectives, however, are often ideal and contradictory in nature, and compromise is often warranted
when it comes to park planning. For example, it may be impossible to give quality access to a park’s treasures
while simultaneously protecting all of the area’s ecological functions. Access is important but blanketing a
park with roads may fail to meet a park’s other objectives (Ibid, 8).

Research Goals and Objectives
Given the topography of the land in the area of the Darkhad Valley, there are six reasonable
mountain passes as shown in Figure 4 (page 27). Decisions made about the development of any of these
roads will have implications for the park’s and the region’s carrying capacity, both economically and
ecologically. These decisions required a “coordinated, systematic and informed approach” (Manning et al.,
2014). In the coming chapters, this thesis will provide quantitative and observational data collected on site
in the region to help inform decision making.
The research discussed in this thesis was undertaken in the context of prior mapping efforts done by
the Mongol Ecology Center. In the summers of 2014, 2015 and 2016, the Mongol Ecology Center’s Mapping
Team tracked with GPS 1203 km of roads and 670 km of trails in the Hovsgol Amaig and its four protected
areas. I was personally present for the 2014 and 2016 expeditions. Over these three years, MEC has mapped
7

all of the popular tourist destinations as well as the most commonly used roads traversed by tourists and used
for commerce and by local families. This included accurate mapping of five of the soum (county) centers
and five mountain passes, with a sixth pass receiving preliminary attention. Following these data collection
initiatives, this research analyzes the park’s infrastructure and ecological qualities in order to evaluate the
potential for effective development and investment in new transportation infrastructure. Each of the six
passes studied has specific attributes that make it appealing for or discourages its development.
The technical mapping and analyses presented in this thesis have been informed by social and
economic debates that surround development issues in this region. There are many players involved in the
discussion of infrastructure development. In the Darkhad Valley, regional and national governments and
officials are involved, because future development funding will come from these sources. Local herders and
families are involved because they currently use the passes in the region and will continue to do so. The
tourism industry is involved because they will benefit from future development, and because they will likely
be participants in conversations about local, regional and national tourism strategies. Finally, conservationist
organizations are involved because the parks and the surrounding areas have been determined to have
significant ecological values. Thus, this thesis informs an ongoing discussion about potential development
of the Darkhad Valley area of northwestern Mongolia.

Goals of The Project:
To inform the future development of national park transportation systems in the Darkhad Valley
region of Mongolia by:
1. Acquiring firsthand understandings of the current transportation situation.
2. Applying advanced GIS techniques to model new or improved road systems that would maximize
road efficiency and feasibility.
3. Interviewing and conversing with community leaders representing a variety of interest groups to
obtain information about their perspectives.
8

4. Producing a report of findings that can be shared with MEC, the park rangers and elected officials

Objectives
Before conducting new research, we catalogued the already-existing transportation infrastructure in
the study region. The observations below are accumulated from my own personal experiences on site as well
as conversations with MEC representatives. The information in this section is displayed in maps that can be
found in Chapter 4.
Phase 1:
I conducted a series of preliminary conversations to better understand the current transportation
situation on the ground and to prepare for park mapping activities. These conversations were held with park
rangers who had firsthand knowledge of park visitors and their interests. These conversations were
preliminary and relatively short, with a purpose of informing decisions for mapping that will occur in the
next phase.
Phase 2:
I GPS tracked the current infrastructure existing in the northern Darkhad Valley and the Hovsgol
Region of Mongolia. Phase 2 took the most amount of time. It was a GIS enforced road survey of what is
was going on the ground right in the summer of 2016. The geographical data was accompanied by field notes
and relevant photographs taken of different road conditions.
Phase 3:
I conducted a series of interviews with key park officials and local leaders about the future goals
for, and practicality of, the area’s infrastructure development. These interviews provided needed context for
interpreting results. The interviewees represented a variety of organizations in order to represent diverse
interests in the area.
All data were then analyzed upon my return to UVM, and this thesis is thus a product of my analyses,
discussions, and deliberations during fall 2016.
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Chapter 2: Literature Review
The following chapter describes the current situation regarding conservation practices, tourism and
transport systems in Mongolia. Making connections between these elements, this literature review will
explore the impact that tourists have on the ecology and economics of the landscape. It then argues that a
healthy transportation system is vital to the long term health of the region.

Mongolian and Hovsgol Conservation
The effects of Mongolian conservation and development cannot be understood without an initial
grasp of the current state of the country’s conservation efforts. Mongolia is a landlocked country, located
between Russian and China. The country can be divided into three distinct ecological zones: the mountain
steppe, steppe, and desert-steppe. Grasslands dominate the landscape, with three-fourths of the country
supporting a massive national herd of cattle, sheep and goats. The Hovsgol Region (discussed later in this
chapter) is mostly classified as mountain or forest steppe (Lattimore, 2015).
Mongolia has currently allocated 17% of its landmass to conservation efforts. Most of the protected
areas are in the form of the 99 national parks located throughout the country. Despite the development of
other industries, the Mongolian government has set a goal for 30% total protected area (Dorjgurkhem, 2015).
The country’s conservation efforts can be divided (see Figure 1) into four levels of protection: Strictly
Protected Areas, National Parks, nature reserves, and national historic monuments. The National parks lands
are further divided into zones of land use: pristine, tourist and limited use ("Compendium of Laws - A
Mongolian Citizens Reference Book," 2008).
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Figure 2: Mongolian Conservation Classification Systems

This model of zoning, while not found in the United States, is being taken up by governments all
over the world as an alternative to the US model (Lattimore, 2015). One of the effects of zoning a park this
way is the creation of buffer zones between unregulated areas and strictly regulated areas. While light
industry is still permitted, the overall impact on the land’s ecology is restricted. This is in contrast to theories
of fortress conservation which have proven to not work in similar circumstances in the past (Brockington,
2002). The Mongolian system of park classification has adopted the International Union for Conservation
of Nature classification system. This system, while interpreted differently by different national governments,
means that Mongolian conservation efforts are congruent with many others around the world (ICUN, 2014).

The Hovsgol Province
There are four major nationally protected areas in the northernmost region of Mongolia: Ulaan
Taiga, Horidol Saridag, Hovsgol and Tengis-Shishged (see Figure 2). Regarding the classifications discussed
earlier, Ulaan Taiga and Horidol Saridag are considered “Strictly Protected” with the sub classifications
“special, conservation and limited use zones”. Lake Hovsgol and Tengis-Shishged are national parks with
their own sub classifications of “pristine, tourist and limited use” zones ("Protected Planet," 2015).
11
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Figure 3: 2016 Map of the Darkhad Valley and its surrounding protected areas.

There has been a significant effort to map the region’s land cover (Goulden, Sitnikova, Gelhaus, &
Boldgiv, 2006). The climate of the Hovsgol Region is a harsh one. It is “characterized by very cold, dry
winters and mild windy summers with most of the annual rainfall concentrated during July and August”
(Goulden et al., 2006, p. 63). Goulden’s research also identified significant changes in the overall climate
over time. In the past 20 years, the annual temperature has increased 1.7 °C with increased rainfall during
longer summer months (Ibid). The region of Mongolia is particularly important for further research because
many believe the area is a good indicator of future trends in climate change due to the presence of permafrost
(Batsukh, 2004; Goulden et al., 2006).
Hovsgol Aimag is classified as a “forest steppe.” The area is mountainous with large valleys. It is
primarily grassland with patches of forest on the mountain slopes. These forests are boreal taiga forests and
create a buffer between the harsh Siberian climate and the desert steppe in the south (Batsukh, 2004). There
are many threats to the ecology of this region that can create disturbances. Tourism and transportation
infrastructure is one of them, but none is more devastating than mining, especially in Mongolia. The presence
of harsh mining practices and the further disturbance of the land only reinforces the need for protected areas
in the region (Jargal, 2003).

Tourism in the Hovsgol Region
In 1999, Hari Goyal suggested that Mongolia “possesses good potential for the development of
ecotourism” (Goyal, 1999, p. 655). In the years since, Mongolia’s tourism market has rapidly increased, in
large part due to the natural beauty of the land (MongolianEconomy, 2013). Bringing tourism to the Hovsgol
Region is not a hard sell. The Mongol Ecology Center conducted a campaign in 2013 entitled ‘I Can Love’.
Its purpose was to build a national conversation around Lake Hovsgol and to celebrate the rich landscape in
Mongolia. The campaign was a huge success and raised significant awareness of the region (MEC, 2013a).
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Figure 4: Photo by Simon McIntosh

The Darkhad Valley lies beyond Lake Hovsgol and will need to develop its own appeal in order to
attract tourists. There are two significant pull factors for tourists to the region: adventure and cultural tourism.
For example, the Tengis Shishged National Park is named after the two significant rivers that it encompasses:
the Tengis and the Shishged river. Both rivers are home to the Tiaman, a large salmonid fish that is currently
endangered. Recently there has been a flux a fly fishing expeditions bringing in a new aspect to the tourism
industry (Zanden et al., 2007, p. 2282). Touring organizations such as Fish Mongolia offer all-encompassing
fishing experience, including fishing expeditions, renting gear, providing shelter and even offering
conservation education to help save the endangered fish ("Fish mongolia," 2015). Conservationists are
worried that not all organizations follow fishing regulations and the Taiman could go extinct (Jenson et al.,
2009). The second draw is for tourists to experience the culture of the Tsaatan people. This group inhabits
the most northern sections of Mongolia, using reindeer to satisfy almost all of their basic needs. Reindeer
tours leave from the access town of Tsagaanuur to visit the people living there (Owen, 2004).
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Tourism Infrastructure Development in the Hovsgol Region
With the expansion of Mongolian road networks (ADB, 2011), transportation has increased the
visitation to the region (Dickinson & Dickinson, 2006, p. 202). Limited data are available for the Darkhad
Valley, but visitation numbers are available for Lake Hovsgol (Figure 3), and can demonstrate the increasing
number of tourists to the region. From 2009 to 2012, domestic visitation to the park multiplied by almost
five-fold. Interestingly, foreign visitation remains stagnant (MEC, 2013b). This overall increase in visitation
brings into question the carrying capacity of this park. Since its creation, the park has never had to deal with
numbers like these. Ensuring the infrastructure can handle the load is important to the park, the communities
and the natural ecosystem.

Lake Hovsgol Park Visitation 2004-2016
70,000
60,000
50,000
40,000
30,000
20,000
10,000
2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016
Foreign

Domestic

Figure 5: Lake Hovsgol Park visitation since 2004.

While visitation numbers are not available for the parks of the Darkhad Valley, the information from
Lake Hovsgol can be roughly translated due to the theory of ‘multiple tourism destinations’. In a case study
of Xidi and Hongcun World Cultural Heritage Sites, Li argues that an effective investment into tourism
infrastructure will affect not only a primary tourist site, but all sites that share a ‘common market’ (Li et al.,
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2015). The investment of road infrastructure into the Hovsgol Region will increase visitation into all parks
in the region, including the Darkhad Valley.

Tourists and Transport Systems
Tourism systems include many different participants, from tourists, to business providers who
produce products and services, to governments that stimulate and regulate businesses. Often overlooked in
this system is the host community that is directly affected by the presence of tourism as a whole (Goeldner,
2009). Sometimes these participants are even represented by the same person: a government official may
own a business, or a business owner is a prominent member of the community with a stake in its future.
Alternatively, tourism system participants may be distinctly different members of society. For example, a
business operating in a community might be owned by someone living outside that place or even region.
Conserving the resources of Hovsgol Aimag’s natural areas has benefits beyond the ecological value
of the region. For example, if the taimen populations of the Tengis-Shishged National Park are destroyed by
overfishing, the value of that area to tourists will be diminished and the long term economic stability of the
area will be lowered. Intentional, methodical planning is important to the preservation of natural tourist
attractions (Gunn, 1979).
Transportation is vital in discussions about access (Bull, Krout, Rathbone-McCuan, & Shreffler,
2001), economic vibrancy (Hilling, 1996), and ecological preservation (Greene & Wegener, 1997).
Improving transportation technology and infrastructure has lasting effects on the well-being of communities,
ecological landscapes, and economic systems.
A sustainable transport network is built to last beyond its immediate needs in order to serve those
who come later (Steg & Gifford, 2005). Though the concept of “sustainability” is complex and often
imprecise (Steg & Gifford, 2005, p. 60), it has been readily accepted by the environmentally conscious
transportation planners. Yet, no system is fully sustainable, and any system that relies on inputs is subject to
the availability of those inputs (Costanza & Patten, 1995). Sustainability comes up in the literature about
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reforming transport systems (Manning et al., 2014), but it is important to note that sustainability as a concept
may be an impossible goal.
If a sustainable transport system is the goal, there must first be ways to measure that system’s
success. Steg and Gifford proposed “indicators” that can be tangibly measured. Sustainable transport
indicators may include: energy use, CO2 emissions, land use, disruption and fragmentation of natural areas,
waste, traffic safety, noise pollution, health consequences of transport and the contribution of the transport
sector to economic welfare (Steg & Gifford, 2005, p. 60). It is important to note that these indicators extend
beyond the ecological. In fact, they are deliberately divided up into environmental, economic and social
indicators in order to ensure that the entire system is holistically sustainable (Steg & Gifford, 2005, p. 61).

Ecological Effects of Transportation
The extent of ecological degradation due to current transportation infrastructure has been thoroughly
documented around the world. From CO2 emissions to roadkill, transportation accounts for a large portion
of human impacts on the environment (Davenport & Davenport, 2006, pp. 362-367). These could
conceivably be divided into two separate issues: the impacts of infrastructure itself, and the impact of humans
traveling on that infrastructure. In discussing the former, Davenport reveals the consequences of the
“ecological footprint of the modern road” (Davenport & Davenport, 2006, p. 276). Consequences of this
impact reveal themselves in the forms of habitat loss, habitat fragmentation, invasive species , landscape
quality and pollution (Davenport & Davenport, 2006, pp. 279-282). All of these must be taken into account
and mitigated in order to create an ecologically sound transport system.

Social and Economic Effects of Transportation
The social implications of improved transportation systems are less easily observed or predicted. As
a general rule, improved transportation infrastructure such as roads will result in an increase in the passengers
and goods traveling on that infrastructure (Hilling, 1996, p. 19). If there is increased investment in public
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transportation, people will use it (Dickinson & Dickinson, 2006, p. 202). New infrastructure, whether it be
public or private, will affect the lives of those closest to it. Infrastructure influences how people distribute
themselves across a landscape, and where they begin to settle into their lives (Hilling, 1996, p. 174).
The investment in infrastructure is complex and affects the social fabric of a community. The
development of a new transportation system begs the question: Who gets to be part of the process? Who
needs to be in the room in order to make these decisions? Everyone with a stake in the development should
have a say. Group consensus of every player involved at every step of the planning process is best for creating
a situation that can be readily accepted. This, however, takes time and money that alternative methods of
planning do not require (Luè & Colorni, 2015). The development of any transportation system should be
deliberate and well thought out.

Planning for Tourism and Tourism Infrastructure
There is an inherent link between tourism and transportation. Tourism is the industry that allows
consumers to see the world, and transportation is the way tourists get there. Both fields affect each other
differently. Improving a transportation network for the benefit of other industries will likely also result in an
increase in the tourism industry (Hilling, 1996, p. 20). Similarly, investing in tourism infrastructure in a
region benefits the entire region, even if there are multiple, similar tourism destinations in that area (Li et
al., 2015).
Effectively creating a transportation infrastructure that serves a tourist market takes an extensive
amount of planning. No matter what the eventual plan becomes, transportation infrastructure will always
disturb the natural environment. The best plans effectively mitigate that disturbance. A road is worth
investing in if the damage done by its construction is less than the damage done if the road was never built
(Davenport & Davenport, 2006, p. 292).
Planning a sustainable transportation infrastructure requires a multifaceted mindset. A transportation
design must take into account both macro and micro features when discussing route. Planners must ask the
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big questions: What is the quantity of use going to be on this road? What are the landscape features that will
be impacted if this road is built? What is the ecosystem’s capacity to absorb the damage done by road
construction? Planners must also understand a road’s interaction with micro features: How is this road going
to interact with that stream? Is an ecosystem being ruined by building a road here? (Davenport & Davenport,
2006, pp. 292-295). All of these questions must be taken into account in order to effectively build an
ecologically sound road.
This chapter served as an introduction to Mongolian conservation efforts in the Hovsgol Region.
The complex setup of the Mongolian government must be understood when discussing both the National
Parks as well as the Strictly Protected Areas in the area. As tourism increases in the region, an improved and
systematic transportation system is going to be vital to the ecological and economic success of the region.
The following chapters will explore the six mountain passes into the Darkhad Valley and the importance of
selecting the right one for future development.
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Chapter 3: Methods
The following chapter will introduce the methods used during this research. The planning and
execution of the methods was done over the spring and summer of 2016. The initial methods were altered
due to the many complications common in field work. The following chapter reflects the actual sequence of
steps as they took place.

Initial Steps
Preliminary data were collected from various sources, including the United States Geological Survey
(USGS) and other online databases. Digital Elevation Model (DEM) files of the region were necessary to
obtain a thorough understanding of the topography. In addition, aerial photography from satellites or
preliminary infrastructure layers were collected and catalogued. Maps previously made of the area by
Mongolian and Soviet governments were also incorporated, but the accuracy of these data cannot be assessed
or assured. Accurate DEM and satellite maps will be printed of the region to be used during Phase 1 of this
project. These maps also provided guidance during Phase 2. Maps printed in 2003 by the Mongolian
governments (using dated Soviet data) were purchased and used as reference during the expeditions.

Phase 1:
The goal of Phase 1 was to obtain on the ground information about the current status of roads. The
first contact was Tumursukh Jal, the Director of the Ulaan Taiga Park Administration. This purpose of this
interview was to guide future work on the project by obtaining information to narrow the scope of the project.
The interview was oriented around three topics: Where are the current roads associated with the park? What
are the tourism attractions and points of interest inside and outside of the park? Which other rangers should
be contacted to expand my understanding of current conditions and future park goals?
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Phase 2
The primary goal of Phase 2 was to GPS track the current infrastructure existing in the Darkhad
Valley and the Tengis-Shishged National Park in the Hovsgol Region of Mongolia. This work constituted
the major proportion of all work conducted in the field. It required the most preparation, materials and
planning in order to be both successful and efficient with time. The ultimate goal of phase 2 was to inform
future investments in road systems by collecting data on-site.
The area of interest of this study encompassed the Specially Protected Areas and National Parks of
Hovsgol Aimeg, as well as the entire Darkhad valley. Transportation support relied heavily on the Mongol
Ecology Center (MEC), which provided logistical support for the six weeks in the field. The parks also
provided ranger escorts as guides for all expeditions, as these travelled through the mountainous areas just
outside of the valley. MEC also provided on-the-ground logistical support, as well as introductions to
community leaders.
Road centerlines were collected using a Garmin eTrex20 GPS Unit on roads identified by park
rangers. On its “Advanced Tracking” setting, the Garmin collected line data at one vertex every 50 meters.
These data was then later uploaded into ArcMaps. These lines established the foundation for all other data
collected for this project.
Another program, The Fulcrum App, also supported data collection. Fulcrum is a user-friendly
phone app that collects easy to use data points in the field. It is programmable to ask a series of prompts
every time data are entered. Fulcrum provided an easy, portable method for collecting large amounts of data.
The project was substantially supported on the ground by MEC and the Park Rangers. MEC provided
a laptop equipped with ArcGIS, a subscription to Fulcrum, a handheld recorder, a Goal Zero Battery Pack
and Solar Panel. The Fulcrum app was downloaded on a personal cell phone which was charged by the Goal
Zero.
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Phase 3:
The goal of Phase 3 was to conduct a series of interviews of community leaders to inform
understanding of future transportation goals in the area and the practicality of the area’s transportation
system development.
Local leaders who would be able to comment best on the future of transportation systems in the area
were identified with assistance of Tumursukh, the Park Director. The overall goal was to obtain
representation from multiple institutions whose leaders could provide different viewpoints. The interview
questions were intended to obtain information about the subject’s position and experience in the region,
regional goals for transportation development and their desired future investments. MEC provided a
translator for this portion of the project, and three local government and parks leaders from the region were
interviewed.

Analysis
Data Cataloguing and Display.
Data were catalogued and processed to display the relevant information. The six most important
mountain passes were identified from satellite data and interviews. For purposes of this project, and for
consistency, passes relevant to this project were those that travelled from the outer Hovsgol Aimag all the
way into the Darkhad Valley. These were also passes that began where current developed infrastructure
ended, and concluded when they reached one of the Darkhad Valley soums.
Using GIS, a mountain passes layer was formed, and mountain elevation profiles were extrapolated
from available SRTM data (USGS, 2000). Percent slope was calculated using formulas found on Esri’s
website (Burrough, McDonnell, & Burrough, 1998). The mean, variance and standard deviation were then
calculated from those data and can be found in Chapter 4 and Table 1.
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The fulcrum data collected was used as picture reminders as well as for identifying height of land
and other important features, such as river crossings, points of interest and endangered animal sightings.
Interviews were transcribed and used to inform the findings and discussion sections of this thesis.

Pass Criteria
The data extrapolated from the passes was then aggregated and analyzed within a matrix-based
analytic tool called Structured Decision Making. This process allows researchers to compare many choices
in a way that does not minimize any one part of the problem, but also takes into account all of the choices
available the decision maker (Gregory, 2011). The analysis of the passes reviews current road systems and
the ecological impacts on roads on the landscape. More broadly, the analysis introduced theories of park
carrying capacity and resource use. There are inputs into this process that present the opportunity for user
bias. As explained below, the bias was mitigated as much as possible.
The first opportunity for bias was in identifying the objectives that transportation infrastructure
development was trying to meet. Though other researchers might find other variables to be useful, the
objectives chosen in this study were based on the available data after the project was over. The objectives
are as follows: distance, slope, highest point, percent outside of the park and landscape durability. Distance
was chosen on the basis of practicality and transport time across a pass. Slope was chosen to represent the
ruggedness of a pass. A pass with a high average slope is much more difficult to construct and to travel on
than one where the slope is closer to zero. The distance and slope both influence the cost of construction for
a developed, paved road. The highest point of the pass was chosen due to the variable land-cover at higher
altitudes. This factor was also associated with a landscape durability rating, which described the landscape’s
ability to withstand erosion as well as its ability to drain water. Landscape durability also took into account
whether or not the pass went over a wash. A wash is a section of river that is drivable but will be heavily
flooded due to any significant rain. Landscape durability is the only objective where I created the values
based on my experience and not GIS data. The final objective is the percent of the pass that travels outside
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of the park itself. Developing roads outside of a national park is preferable because the impacts do not
negatively affect park resources.
The second opportunity of bias is the weighting process at the end of the analysis. Email
questionnaires were conducted to determine the weights given to each objective. The results are found in the
completed Structured Decision Making Analysis in Chapter 4. One limitation was that I did not have the
opportunity to interview herders, so I was forced to make a personal assessment for this factor, based on my
experience. The justification for the herders’ weights found in the Structured Decision Making Analysis is
as follows: The herder would likely value minimizing distance and slope so that the day-to-day use of the
pass becomes easier. They would value a durable landscape but less so because a paved road over a pass
would minimize the damage to the cars. They would put less weight on the percentage of the road outside
of the park because it would not affect day to day usage of a road. Finally, they would put the least weight
on a pass’s highest point because it has very little effect on road usage.

Final report
The final step of this project was preparing a report that synthesizes data and results and that will be
given to the Mongolian government, the park rangers and the Mongol Ecology Center. This report includes
sections describing the analysis of the primary GIS data, as well as interview supported recommendations
about the future of road infrastructure in the Area of Interest. The report also contains a series of maps
showing road conditions, landscape types, and a tiered map of priority investment points for road
construction. That report, and this thesis, are similar documents, one framed towards the implementers, and
the other targeting academic scholarship.
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Chapter 4: Results
On the basis of the on-site mapping work, six scenarios for future road development were created.
The topography of the landscape determined the passes chosen for the scenarios (see Figure 4). These six
passes are the only feasible ways to get into the valley from the Aimag capital of Moron and current paved
roads in the region. A government official commented that it is likely that a paved road will, in the near
future, reach the Darkhad Valley. Which transportation corridor is paved first will have significant impacts
on the economy, people and ecology of the Darkhad Valley. Though the scenarios presented here are not
mutually exclusive, it is likely that road construction will happen one road at a time. This is because, as that
same local official explained, it has already been difficult to identify possible funding sources for roads in
the region.
As described in the chapter 3, the six passes were determined primarily based on the geography of
the landscape. They represent the six usable mountain passes traveling from Lake Hovsgol into the Darkhad
Valley. The exact length was determined from the last contact with paved road, until a soum center in the
Darkhad Valley was reached. The five objectives for each pass to meet were also identified. They are as
follows: length, slope, highest point, percent outside of the park and a landscape durability rating.
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Figure 6: 2016 Map of the 6 mountain pass scenarios
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Scenario 1: Toom Pass
A paved road on the current Ujig Road over Toom Pass and into Ulaan Ull.

Features
Physical features
The current Ujig Road over Toom Pass is a 175.5 km length of dirt road stretching from Hatgal’s
paved road into Ulaan Ull. It begins by heading west before turning North in Bayanzurkh.
-

Average slope: 0.088465799 (rise/run)

-

Highest Point: 2135m

-

Land cover: The Ujig Road into Bayanzurkh is dominated by dry short grassland before heading
into rocky canyons. Traveling from Muron into the Darkhad Valley, the mountains get sharper with
increasing rocky outcroppings. The current dirt road stays to the valley floors heading into
Bayanzurkh. The soils are compact and seemingly stable.

-

Park Zoning: The entirety of this road is outside of all National Parks and Strictly Protected Areas
as it travels south of Horidol Saridag and then north in between Ulaan Taiga SPA and Horidol
Saridag SPA.
Scenic qualities:
This road offers views that are especially scenic in Hovsgol Amaig. The road south of Bayanzurkh

has deep rocky canyons of columnar basalt. While the scenes are beautiful, at this time they are generally
undiscovered by tourists. A government official described tourism in the Bayanzurkh Soum as ‘just
beginning.’
Current road use:
The Ujig Road is currently being used as a migration route by nomadic families; local families and
commercial traffic also use the road. Since the development of the road to Hatgal, traffic in and out of the
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Darkhad Valley along this road has diminished significantly. Bayanzurkh Soum center is not directly on this
road, so the amount of traffic within the soum center has not changed drastically.
Map and Photographs

1: Toom Pass Elevation Profile
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Figure 7: Elevation profile of Toom Pass

Figure 8: Ujig Road near Bayanzurkh - 98.970 N 50.163 E
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Advantages and Disadvantages
Advantages
The Toom Pass has the most stable ground of all six of the passes. Its open valley features
would make road construction technically relatively simple, rather than going through some of the high
mountain passes featured in other choices. There are some river beds which will require bridge construction.
In 2013, the road from Muron to Hatgal was paved. Before that, most cars going into the Darkhad
Valley went through the Toom Pass. Since then, most choose to drive farther along the paved road and take
one of the northern passes to the west.
The development of this road is would benefit the tourist and other commercial economies of both
Bayanzurkh and Ulaan Ull. Building roads closer to communities that are currently difficult to access can
help to diversify and expand local and regional economies.
Disadvantages
The Toom Pass is long. At over 175km it is the longest of the six passes. The cost per kilometer of
road building may make the development of this pass outside of the feasible price range of the region’s
infrastructure development.
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Scenario 2: Öl Pass
A paved road on the current Hargana Road over Öl Pass and into Ulaan Ull.

Features
Physical Features
The Hargana Road over Öl Pass is a 109.9 km dirt road departing from Hatgal’s paved road
close to Hatgal center, and then traveling west before turning north close to Ulaan Ull.
-

Average slope: 0.089568429 (rise/run)

-

Highest Point: 2272m

-

Land cover: The terrain of the Öl Pass is defined by short grassland steppe valleys. Often the soil in
these grasslands are compact dry. Dirt roads do well here. In the mountain passes there are small
forested areas. The passes are steep with looser soil.

-

Park Zoning: The entirety of this pass is outside of any National Parks or Strictly Protected Areas;
the road travels south of Horidol Saridag and north to Ulaan Ull between Ulaan Taiga and Horidol
Saridag.
Scenic qualities:
There are two distinct mountain passes through this region that provide scenic vistas. The scenic

qualities of this pass are currently not a significant draw for tourists. The majority of the road is within rolling
valleys that are common in the southern parts of Hovsgol Amaig.
Current road use:
The Hargana Road is used mostly by local and commercial traffic heading to Ullaan Ull and into the
Darkhad Valley. It is used by tourists to reach the Darkhad Valley by car, but it is not sought after for its
scenic qualities by tourists due to more iconic alternatives.
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Map, Profile and Photographs

2: Öl Pass Elevation Profile
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Figure 9: Elevation Profile of Öl Pass

Figure 10: Hargana Road - 50.366347°N 99.385378°E

Advantages and Disadvantages
Advantages
The Öl Pass is comprised of predominantly stable soils allowing for road construction and
maintenance that would have a minimal effect on the landscape’s ecology. The tough land will also allow
for the road to last longer without needing repairs. While this road would bypass Bayanzurkh, it reaches
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Ulaan Ull which will provide economic benefits to that soum. The Öl Pass, along with the Toom Pass, are
the only two passes that fall entirely outside of the National Parks and Strictly Protected Areas.
Disadvantages
The Öl pass is defined by two distinct and steep heights of land that have loose wet soils. While
these passes have a lower elevation, they have loose wet soils that make transport difficult. A heavy rain will
restrict the accessibility of the pass. To its advantage, the pass is wider than most, but creating a switchbacked road through these areas would not be possible.
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Scenario 3: Uurjuul Pass
A paved road over Uurjuul Pass and into Ulaan Ull.

Features
Physical Features
Uurjuul Pass is a 90.8 km stretch of grassland road leaving directly from Hatgal and traveling over
the mountains directly west of Hatgal.
-

Average slope: 0.098824835 (rise/run)

-

Highest Point: 2483m

-

Land cover: This open valley is defined by its tall wet grasslands that make off road driving very
difficult. The pass itself is rocky and incredibly steep. This pass is too steep for vehicle traffic.

-

Park Zoning: The zoning of this pass falls almost entirely outside of any protected areas at 86.6%.
However, at the pass itself, 11% of the road goes into a Limited Use Zone of The Horidol Saridag
SPA where transportation infrastructure will be allowed. The remaining road goes in and out of the
pristine zone of Horidol Saridag.
Scenic qualities:
The Uurjuul Pass has undeveloped vistas of all of the Darkhad Valley. Its landscapes are much like

the southern parts of Hovsgol Amaig, though they are a bit more mountainous. Once over the pass, there is
a distinct change into harsher mountainous landscape found in the Darkhad Valley.
Current road use:
Currently, the Uurjuul Pass is used by park rangers for enforcement and by nomadic herders as a
migration route. There are winter livestock shelters and cabins and campsites for herders that are set up
sporadically along the valley floor. While it is primarily in the limited use zone, the impact of cars on the
valley is minimal, as most of the traffic is wagon and livestock. The pass is reportedly restricted to rangers
and nomadic families. While enforcement is light, park staff report that no tourists use this route.
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Maps, Profiles and Photographs

3: Uurjuul Pass Elevation Profile
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Figure 11: Elevation Profile of Uurjuul Pass

Figure 12: View of Uurjuul Valley - 50.56346°N - 99.338257°E

Advantages and Disadvantages
Advantages
The development of this pass would be a natural extension of the road already going to Hatgal. It
would allow for a visitor to drive fairly far north before turning west into the mountains. Its length is average
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for these mountain passes. It would bring traffic through Hatgal and Ulaan Ull, providing economic
stimulation to both Soums.
Disadvantages
The pass is defined by extremely wet soils along its valley floor, and a road in this valley would
heavily disrupt the hydrology of the area. Additionally, significant ecological impacts would likely occur
before a stable road could be installed. Uurjuul Pass itself is extremely steep and a road constructed on it
would have to be engineered into the mountainside. It is currently impossible to drive in any four-wheeled
vehicle.
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Scenario 4: Horidol Pass
A paved road over Horidol Pass and into Renchinlhumbe

Features
Physical Features
The Horidol Pass is a 92.7 stretch of gravel road traveling north on the Jankhai road before veering
northwest on a dirt and grassland road over the Horidol Saridag Mountains and finally reaching
Renchinlhumbe. Large portions of the western side rely on a riverbed wash for transport.
-

Average slope: 0.076275438 (rise/run)

-

Highest Point: 2327m

-

Land cover: The land cover of the Horidol Pass corridor is primarily driving within a river bed.
During times of rain, the rivers will often flood, causing the route to be unpassable. Close to the top
of the pass, the road becomes well defined within grassy patches. It should be noted that south of
the pass, there is a significant section of wet grass that is difficult to traverse by motor vehicle.

-

Park Zoning: The road passes through the Horidol Saridag Strictly Protected Area with 40.7% of it
falling within a Limited Use Zone classification. The trail falls 54.6% outside of park protection.
The remaining land area percentages were in either Pristine or Conservation Zones.
Scenic qualities:
The Horidol Pass offers some of the most attractive, spectacular views in the region. When the rivers

are dry, the flat riverbeds provide a comfortable drive with steep canyon walls as scenery. The pass summit
is a steep climb with a dramatic vista in all directions.
Current road use:
The pass is used mostly by local traffic between Hatgal and Renchinlhumbe. It is also, however, one
of the more popular horse trekking routes in the region. Tourists looking to reach the Darkhad Valley will
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trek through the pass and then travel north to Tsaaganuur. It is not the shortest or most comfortable, but it is
the most beautiful of the passes into the valley.
Maps, Profiles and Photographs
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Figure 13: Elevation Profile of Horidol Pass

Figure 14: Horidol Pass 99.937N 50.874E
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Advantages and Disadvantages
Advantages
The Horidol Pass, if developed correctly, could be a beautiful scenic highway. Its stunning mountain
views and unique location make it an obvious option for future development of roads into the Darkhad
Valley. Other than the passes themselves, this route from Renchinlhumbe to Hatgal is a relatively flat and
smooth drive. Developing a pass this far north would bring economic benefits to both of those soums.
Disadvantages
The intensity of road construction required for this pass could devalue some of the natural scenic
qualities that already give it appeal as a tourist route. While paving roads into the Darkhad Valley may
increase the number of tourists moving through the park, developing this particular pass could devalue the
tourists’ individual experience.
Significant portions of this pass drive through riverbeds that often flood after a weather event. Road
construction could both accept this and continue to use the riverbeds, or it could attempt to avoid the rivers
entirely. Using the riverbeds would make the pass impassable after a rain. Avoiding the rivers entirely would
require cutting into the steep mountainsides of the valley.
As stated before, having road construction flow through Hatgal and Renchinlhumbe will be an
economic gain for those soums. However, developing a pass this far north would bypass Ulaan Ull entirely.
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Scenario 5: Jigleg Pass
A paved road over Jigleg Pass and Into Renchinlhumbe.

Features
Physical Features
The Jigleg Pass is a 66.3 km stretch of grassland and dirt road that travels north from the end of the
Jankhai road before turning west over the mountains and finally into Renchinlhumbe,
-

Average slope: 0.064010815

-

Highest Point: 1926m

-

Land cover: The east side of Jigleg pass is a grassy and lightly forested valley. The top of the pass
is defined by loose wet soil with some ponds and bogs. The west side quickly descends into a river
bed. There is a small grassy and forested pass between the river and Renchinlhumbe.

-

Park Zoning: The pass falls 61.6% outside of any protected area status. Another 37.6% are within
the Limited Use Zone of the Lake Hovsgol National Park. The remaining path fall in and out of the
specially protected areas of Lake Hovsgol National Park.
Scenic qualities:
Jigleg Pass has several beautiful vistas including a first view of Lake Hovsgol from the pass’s highest

elevation. Its abundance of water results in rich green grasses and distinctive rock features around the river
bed. Its scenic qualities make it a common tourist route for horse trekkers and anyone traveling into the
Darkhad Valley.
Current road use:
Jigleg Pass is used primarily for local traffic and as a common tourist route. Its wet soils prevent
most commercial traffic from using this valley. This pass, along with the Horidol Pass are the two most
commonly used by tourists for their scenic qualities as well as their convenient access points to the Darkhad
Valley.
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Map and Photographs
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Figure 15: Elevation Profile of Jigleg Pass

Figure 16 -: Jigleg Pass 100.237N 51.022E

Advantages and Disadvantages
Jigleg Pass is the shortest and arguably the easiest road to develop of the six. It also has the lowest
average slope of any of the passes making it the smoothest. A local government official reports that road
construction over this pass has been actively discussed by the Amaig Governors for years. The soum
governments expect this pass to be developed eventually, and there is currently evidence of the path being
cleared of trees to make way for future road construction.
The development of Jigleg pass would likely have adverse effects on Lake Hovsgol and the
lakeshore properties. By making the Jankhai Road a part of the access route to the Darkhad Valley, the
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soums are opening up a commercial highway that may cause considerable problems. Having large trucks
carrying commercial items such as timber, gas, livestock and produce will congest an already-busy tourist
area. This could potentially devalue the tourism market on the lakeshore. Having so much heavy traffic so
close to the lakeshore will cause ecological damage to the lake.
Jigleg pass is defined by wet soils. Any road construction will be required to be elevated onto the
hillsides of the pass. The current passage goes into a large riverbed on the west side of the mountains. This
would either need to be altered or the road would not be passable after rain.
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Scenario 6: Urtrag Pass
A paved road over Urtrag Pass and into Tsaaganuur.
*Note: To date, the Urtrag Pass has not been studied by any of the MEC field teams, and so it will
not be considered as an option within the scope of this research. Nevertheless, it is one of the six passes into
the Darkhad Valley, so brief comments are provided here to identify its features and current uses.

Features
Physical Features
The Urtrag pass is about 100.9 km and travels west from Hankh into the Darkhad Valley from the
north.

Special Considerations
The Urtrag Pass is viewed as a potential tourist circuit for both Mongolian and International tourists,
with a focus on Russian tourists from Irkutsk. It is dependent on a proposed road up the east side of Lake
Hovsgol that would connect in Hankh with an existing road to the Russian border.
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Smart Decision Making Matrix
The SMART Decision Making Matrix provides insight into this complex problem. The analysis
takes the weights given by government officials, local conservationist groups and herders and applies them
to the objectives in order to get a more accurate assessment of the decision to be made. Table 1 is the raw
data from each pass based on the five objectives identified. Table 2 normalizes these objectives from 0 to
100. This step is important so that different objectives can be compared without the scale of the numbers
becoming a factor.
OBJECTIVES
Alternatives

Distance
(Km)
Toom Pass
175.5
Öl Pass
109.9
Uurjuul Pass 90.8
Horidol Pass 92.8
Jigleg Pass
66.3

Slope (Average
Excel)
0.088465799
0.089568429
0.098824835
0.076275438
0.064010815

Highest Point
(M)
2135
2272
2483
2327
1926

Percent outside
of park
100
100
86.6
54.6
61.6

Landscape Durability
Rating 1 - 5
5
4
1
2
2

Minimum
Maximum
GOALS

0.064010815
0.098824835
Minimize

1926
2483
Minimize

54.6
100
Maximize

1
5
Maximize

66.3
175.5
Minimize

Table 1: The raw data collected on each pass including the five 'Alternatives' and 'Objectives' of the study.

Normalized Objectives
Alternatives

Distance
(Km)

Slope
(Average
Excel)

Highest Point Percent
(M)
outside
of park

Landscape
Durability Rating
1-5

Toom Pass
Öl Pass
Uurjuul Pass
Horidol Pass
Jigleg Pass

0
60.07326
77.564103
75.7326001
100

29.7553587
26.5881579
0
64.7710233
100

62.47755835
37.88150808
0
28.00718133
100

100
75
0
25
25

100
100
70.4845815
0
15.4185022

Table 2: The findings from Figure 1 that have been normalized from 0 to 100 based on the extremes found in each of the objectives.
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But not all objectives deserve the same weight of importance. Using input from community members
from different background, table 3 takes the normalized objectives and gives them weighted importance.
These weights were then applied to each pass in the following sections.

Objective Weights

Conservationist
Government
Herder
Unweighted
Averages

Distance (Km)

Slope (Average
Excel)

Highest Point
(M)

Percent outside
of park

1.3596491
1.5109954
3.2258065
2
2.0321503

1.75438596
1.85300926
2.58064516
2
2.06268013

1.359649123
0.951967593
0.967741935
2
1.09311955

2.456140351
2.449074074
1.290322581
2
2.065179002

Landscape
Durability
Rating 1 - 5
3.070175439
3.234953704
1.935483871
2
2.746871004

5
1.666666667
3
0.9375
3

8
2.666666667
8
2.5
10

10
3.333333333
10
3.125
10

0.83333333
0.833333333
10
1
3.7037037
0.37037037
Conservationist

2.777777778
5
1.851851852

2.777777778
10
3.703703704

Government
Subject A
Out of 10
Subject B
Out of 10
Subject C

4
1.3333333
5
1.5625
10

3
1
6
1.875
3

Out of 10
Subject D
Out of 10

2.7777778
1
0.3703704

Subject E

4

4

4

6.5

10

Out of 10

1.4035088

1.40350877

1.403508772

2.280701754

3.50877193

Subject F
Out of 10

5
1.3157895

8
2.10526316

10
2.631578947

10
2.631578947

N/A **
Out of 10

10
3.2258065

5
1.315789474
Herder
8
3
2.58064516
0.967741935

4
1.290322581

6
1.935483871

Table 3: The questionnaire responses averaged and put into groups.
**Note: No interviews were done with local herders. Consult methods to see the origin of these weights.

Smart Analysis Results
The results of the Gregory’s SMART Analysis (Gregory, 2011) shows a close tie between Toom,
Jigleg and Öl pass as being the most desirable locations for future development of transportation routes. The
following is a breakdown of the results and an explanation of the variables involved.
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Among the six community leaders questioned, government and conservation respondents generally
agreed with each other on the importance of the different objectives (Table 3). Herders disagreed with the
other groups, valuing distance and average slope over other objectives. All three parties agree that ‘highest
SRLQW¶
is not as important a consideration as the other objectives. These results are consistent with comments
made in the interviews. Herders, who will be using the roads most, will value distance and slope most
because these factors will affect the travel time and quality on the road. Government and conservationists
will value ‘ODQGVFDSHGXUDELOLW\¶
and ‘3HUFHQW2XWVLGHRI3DUN¶
because these factors will affect a park’s
ability to protect their resources and landscapes.

Group Weights for Objectives
3.5
3
2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0
Distance (Km) Slope (Average Highest Point
Percent
Landscape
Excel)
(M)
outside of park Durability
Rating 1 - 5
Conservationist

Government

Herder

Averages

Figure 17: Weights given by the average of individuals within their groups for the 5 objectives

The average of the weights given to each objective in the analysis is shown in Figure 15. After
averaging the weights of the conservationists, the government officials and the herders, the effects of the
weights level out to have less influence on the objectives than anticipated. ‘Distance’, ‘6ORSH¶
and ‘Percent
2XWVLGHRI3DUN¶
have weights around 2, which is comparable to an unweighted model. Weights affect the
analysis most with +LJKHVW3RLQW¶
lending a lot of its weight to ‘/DQGVFDSH’XUDELOLW\¶
.
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Average of Group Weights for
Objectives
3
2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0
Distance
(Km)

Slope
(Average
Excel)

Highest
Point (M)

Percent
Landscape
outside of Durability
park
Rating 1 - 5

Figure 18: The average of the values found in Figure 10.

Figure 16 is the averaging the individual weights found in Table 3 and Figure 15. Here it is clear
what the effects of the analysis has done on the final results. With a standard ‘no weighting’ scenario having
a value of 2 across all five objectives, the only effects are really seen in the ‘Highest Point’ and ‘Landscape
Durability Rating’. The other three objectives were balanced.

SMART Decision Making Analysis Results
Weighted Percentages
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Toom Pass

Öl Pass

Uurjuul Pass

Horidol Pass

Jigleg Pass

Mountain Passes
Conservationist Percentage

Government Percent

Herder Percent

Unweighted Percent

Figure 19: The results of the SMART Analysis Matrix showing alternative passes and the parties involved

The end result is the weights being applied to the five available alternative passes and their
‘1RUPDOL]HG2EMHFWLYHV¶
values (Figure 17). Essentially, Figure 17 is the product of Tables 1, 2 and 3 and is
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the final result of the analysis.. Similar to Figure 15, the Conservationists and government representatives
agree while the herders value other alternatives. Toom and Öl pass score high with the conservationists and
government respondents, while Jigleg Pass scores high with the herders.

Average of SMART Results
30
25
20
15
10
5
0
Toom Öl Pass Uurjuul Horidol
Pass
Pass
Pass

Jigleg
Pass

Figure 20: The averages of the values found in Figure 17

The effects that the weights have on the analysis is presented in Figure 18. The weights elevated
Toom and Öl Passes while taking away from Jigleg Pass. The SMART Decision Matrix shows very little
difference between Toom, Öl and Jigleg pass. They will be treated as the three development scenarios
considered moving forward. These findings will be further discussed in the following section, drawing from
study interview data.
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Interviews
The previous analysis of the results shows a statistical tie between Toom, Öl and Jigleg pass.
However, future development of these passes may have serious implications for communities and the
landscape. The differences between the passes can be informed by the results of four interviews done with
government officials and conservationists.

Economics
There is a belief that roads will bring economic growth. One government official hopes that the
developed road will pass through the soum he represents. He hopes it will bring more benefits and outweigh
any adverse effects presented by road development. That same official commented that the roads will also
make the extraction of natural resources easier. The Darkhad Valley is rich in resources and livestock. These
industries have been checked by the difficulty of access into the valley. Another official mentioned, however,
that with current law enforcement in the area, it would be impossible to regulate who is traveling on these
roads and what goods are being moved.
Paved and maintained roads will last longer. Another government official noted that it is difficult to
find funding for these projects (citing Jankhai Road as an example), but a paved road will prevent further
soil erosion, reduce the number of stranded cars and save gas for tourists and locals.
Park officials also emphasized that tourism can and should be a viable alternative to illegal activities
such as poaching and mining. It was the establishment of the Ulaan Tiaga Protected Areas legislation in
2011 that stimulated enforcement of the laws and reduced the illegal activities ("Protected Planet," 2015).
This official saw it as the park’s responsibility to replace the jobs that were lost with that legislation. In the
translated interview, the park official was quoted as saying “that the park administration, the local
government and the local community…all agree that tourism can be a way to…protect the natural resources
[and] promote…wildlife”.
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Ecology and carrying capacity
A paved road from Ulaanbaatar reached Hatgal in 2013. Since then, visitation numbers have
drastically increased (MEC, 2013b). Promoting different types of tourism in the region will have different
effects on the landscape. A government official commented that he would like to see tourists that are more
interested in the lifestyles of the nomadic families and who would like to see the natural beauty. He did not
encourage extractive tourism like fishing where the tourists could have a direct negative impact on the
protected species living in the Darkhad Valley.

Comments on the six mountain passes
Many of those interviewed were excited about the future of tourism and tourism development in the
region. One government official hoped that better information and infrastructure would be available so that
tourists could plan their trips ahead of time. He hoped that tourists would drive less and trek more. That
would mean developing fewer roads and keeping the paths available for horses and hikers.
That same official said he would discourage the development of Jigleg Pass, but the different levels
of government have different priorities. He mentioned having seen the Aimag Tourism Development Plan
where the development of Jigleg pass is a priority. After reflecting on this, he mentioned that the
development of any pass is unlikely due to lack of funding. The Eastern Road depicted in Figure 4 is still
undeveloped and is described as “very strategic”. If the eastern road is still undeveloped, it is unlikely that
any one of the six passes will receive investments. When asked about Toom Pass, a government official said
that even if it was developed, it would not be used because it was simply too long.
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Chapter 5: Discussions and Conclusions
Discussion
Any discussion on the decision made between the three viable passes must reflect back on objective
based development (Manning et al., 2014), where future developments must meet identified objectives. This
research identified five viable objectives to be met, and weighed them based on the stated desires of a small
sample of interviewees representing government, conservation and herding interests. Because the data shows
that three passes are favored, the effects of these objectives for these three passes are explored further.

Toom Pass
Toom pass covers a large distance. At over 175 km drive from the nearest paved road into the
Darkhad Valley, it would be largest development project when compared to any other alternatives. One
government official commented that those traveling from Hatgal to Renchinlhumbe might continue to use
the undeveloped passes because those would be faster. Those with smaller cars may prefer to use a road over
Toom Pass, but anyone with a larger off-road car would likely continue to use the shorter passes.

Jigleg Pass
The development of Jigleg Pass is in the Aimag Tourism Development Plan and has been talked
about over time by several aimag administrations. One government official is convinced it will come into
existence soon. The pass’s construction makes a lot of economic and practical sense. At only 66 km from
the nearest developed road to Renchinlhumbe, it is the shortest of the passes. However, the development of
Jigleg Pass into the Darkhad Valley has implications that are not apparent at first glance. While there may
be political interest in building this road, this research suggests that the development of Jigleg Pass may also
have some serious drawbacks.
The approach to Jigleg Pass is a gravel road called Jankhai Road. This road is immediately on the
lakeshore and experiences heavy traffic in the summer tourism months. Tourist camps of varying size line
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the road and draw thousands of visitors every year. The completion of a developed road over Jigleg Pass
would dramatically change this important stretch of road. This route would become the primary access point
to the Darkhad Valley, adding commercial traffic into the already-saturated tourism traffic. A conservationist
working in the area described the area as having “Unsustainable development and no reinforcement of
standards and regulations”. This new traffic would include industries such as livestock or commercial
logging as well as supplying valley with fuel and goods from the greater Mongolian economy. It is inherently
risky to have such heavy and potentially hazardous traffic so close to a lake ecosystem, and perhaps
inadvisable to have so many different kinds of commercial and tourist vehicles traveling the same mountain
road.
Increased traffic on Jankhai Road has the ability to damage the thriving tourism industry that has
grown tremendously in the past few years. Commercial and commuter traffic through Jankhai Road may
devalue the tourist experience of those staying on the lake. One government official expressed the view that
he “would like there to be little development in those mountains to reduce traffic and noise and to bring a
positive experience to trekkers”.
There is a common horse-trekking circuit from Hatgal to Renchinlhumbe over Jigleg Pass and back
to Hatgal over Horidol Pass. A road over Jigleg pass may devalue the pass’s ‘level of service’, but seriously
decrease its ‘VWDQGDUGV RI TXDOLW\¶
for the horse trekking tourist (Manning et al., 2014, p. 72). One
government official mentioned that people seek a sense of adventure. It is important not to make
transportation too developed in all parts of the park in order to keep areas ‘adventurous’.

Öl pass
Öl Pass travels primarily on dry valley floors which are good for travel. The compact soils would
make any construction projects easier and the infrastructure would be less prone to decay over time. This
route would also be located completely outside the National Parks and Strictly Protected Areas of the region.
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However, the stretch of road just east of the pass is very steep, thus potentially increasing the construction
costs and also raising safety issues.
Developing the Öl Pass would distribute the tourists and would likely minimize their impact on the
landscape. Tourists would have to choose between traveling through Hatgal into the Jankhai Road, or turn
west over Öl Pass and travel into the Darkhad Valley.
Distributing tourists over the landscape could have economic advantages as well. Bringing local
traffic through Darkhad’s southern soum of Ulaan Ull could help distribute the economic gains that would
be made from the emerging tourism industries. This possible distribution would allow the benefits of new
business to reach the most people in the valley.

Roadblocks to Development
Funds are the primary restriction on development. One government official cited the short Jankhai
Road (currently gravel) and Lake Hovsgol’s Eastern Road (currently dirt road) as an example of the difficulty
of funding. The Eastern Road was described by that same official as “very strategic”. If the funding for the
Eastern Road has not presented itself, there is little chance of the any road into the Darkhad Valley being
made a priority.
A second roadblock to development is the political will in support of the Russian tourist circuit.
Opening up the northern border through Hankh could open up new sources of income for the region. This
incentivizes the development of the Eastern Road. However, the Russian tourist circuit is not reliant on the
development of Jigleg Pass and could work with an improved Toom Pass or Öl Pass.

Conclusions
Recommendations
This research, and its subsequent report to the Mongolian Government and relevant conservationist
organizations, suggests the development of Öl Pass over the other five passes. The results of the SMART
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Analysis and the subsequent critical review and discussion presents a strong argument for Öl Pass and argues
the consequences of the others. While road development in the region may be years away, this research is
an examination of the consequences of such development.

Limitations
The data collected in 2016 had some limitations which prevented it from being an exhaustive report
on the status of roads in and around the Darkhad Valley. Breaking through these barriers in future expeditions
would help to better inform and streamline future research and development work done in the region.
Language barriers presented a serious limitation. Most discussions of local politics happened at the
end of a work day around tea. While I was present for these discussions, I was only privy to the parts that
my Mongolian research partner translated for me. Speaking the language would be a first step for any GIS
technician to better understand the work they are doing. I recommend finding a Mongolian GIS technician
to work for MEC. I also recommend equipping and training park administration with GIS technology in
order to put more mapping capabilities within the park. This is a process that MEC has already begun to
look into and fund in 2017.
Time was a limitation and became a theme for the summer. The data collected with the GPS was the
foundation of the project and had to be prioritized. The focus turned away from the planned interviews.
While the current set of interviews represent a range of interests within the region, there should have been
more of them to get a better understanding of the land and its people.
Field time also limited the practical and conceptual reach of this study. Due to restrictions, Urtrag
Pass has yet to be mapped. It is a hard pass to traverse, and would take two days that could not be spared in
2016. Not mapping Urtrag Pass restricts what this report can say and prevents a complete picture from being
drawn.
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Future Studies
Future studies should include a completion of the interviews that began in 2016. All of the soum
governors as well as park rangers should be interviewed to better inform the park’s needs as well as those of
local communities. This work could build on the on-site research that began in 2016, and could be used to
better inform road construction studies in the future.
The construction of these passes should be evaluated by an engineer with road construction
experience. Specifically, experts should comment on the degree of engineering difficulty and compare it to
the cost of road construction in rural Mongolia. From that, a cost estimate for each pass can be established.
Future studies should also be conducted to document the ecology of the region and passes, including
wildlife migration routes, wildlife habitats, plant life and hydrology. These studies would be valuable
especially for the passes that are unmapped currently. Yosemite National Park and the US Geological Survey
sent a team to the Darkhad Valley in 2016 to set up a foundation for an inventory monitoring program. It is
research like this that will better inform decisions regarding transportation in the Darkhad Valley and its
surrounding national parks.
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